T-Theory is the name that we adopt for the theory of trees, injective envelopes of metric spaces, and all of the areas that are connected with these topics, which has been developed over the last 10-15 years in Bielefeld. Its motivation was originally { and still is to a large extent { the development of mathematical tools for reconstructing phylogenetic trees. T-theory expanded considerably when its relationships with the theory of a ne buildings, valuated matroids, and decompositions of metrics were discovered. In this paper, we give a brief introduction to this theory, which we hope will serve as a useful reference to some of the main results, and also as a guide for further investigations into what T-theory has to o er.
Introduction
T-theory originated from a question raised by Manfred Eigen in the late seventies. At that time, he was trying to t the twenty distinct t-RNA molecules of the E. coli bacterium, whose primary sequence structures were then known, into a tree. In doing this, he realized that there was an obstruction to nding such a tree even when only four sequences were to be processed. So he wondered:
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Does the vanishing of this obstruction for all quartets in a given family of sequences imply the existence of a globally tting tree? What could be used as a substitute for a tree if no globally tting tree existed? It soon became clear that the answer to the rst question was yes. Also, even though this tree can be constructed recursively, its nal shape does not depend upon the order in which the sequences are processed. This suggested the existence of a construction which, for a system of sequences tting into a tree would produce that tree, and which for an arbitrary system would produce something that could be used as a tree substitute. Trying to nd such a construction led to the T-construction described in Section 2. While studying that construction, a surprising amount of additional insights have accumulated over the last ten years { new theorems, unsuspected applications, and unforseen relationships with other subjects studied in theoretical mathematics. So a whole new branch of discrete mathematics, brie y called T-theory, has emerged.
In this note, a brief survey of T-theory is presented, with special emphasis on, as yet, unpublished results. Although, for the sake of conciseness, proofs have been omitted, we hope that the de nitions and results stated here are clear enough to serve as a guide for further explorations into what T-theory may have to o er.
We are grateful to the editors of this special volume on \Discrete Metric
Spaces" for having invited us to present a survey of T-theory in this context.
The T-Construction
Let X = (X; d) be a metric space and, in cases where no confusion may arise, denote the distance between two points x; y of X by xy := d(x; y). Let IR X denote the set of all functions which map X into IR, endowed with the L 1 -norm, given by the formula kfk := sup x2X jf(x)j 2 IR f+1g;
for any element f of IR X . To the pair (X; d), we associate a subset P (X;d) of IR X de ned by P (X;d) := ff 2 IR X j f(x) + f(y) xy for all x; y 2 Xg:
We also denote P (X;d) by P X or P(d), according to whether we wish to emphasize the dependence of P (X;d) on X or d, respectively. The tight span of (X; d), which we denote by T (X;d) , T X , or T(d), is de ned to be the set of minimal elements of P (X;d) with respect to the pointwise partial ordering of IR X (where f g if and only if f(x) g(x) for all x 2 X). In 11] , the tight span was introduced, and it was observed that the space T (X;d) can also be regarded as the set T (X;d) := ff 2 IR X j f(x) = sup y2X fxy ? f(y)g for all x 2 Xg:
There is a canonical map, h = h X , of the space (X; d) into T (X;d) , which is given by x 7 ! h x , where the function h x is de ned by the formula h x (y) := xy for all y 2 X: ff(y) ? xyg) = f(x) for all f 2 T X and x 2 X. In particular, for f; g 2 T X , kf ? gk kf ? h x k + kh x ? gk = f(x) + g(x) < 1; so that the pair (T X ; k ; k)is a metric space, where the metric k ; k is de ned by the formula kf; gk = kf ? gk, for all f; g in T X . Also, note that kh x ? h y k = kh y ? h x k = h x (y) = xy; which implies that the map h X is an isometric embedding of X into T X .
Basic Properties of the T-Construction
In this section, we give a summary of some basic results concering T (X;d 
It is not hard to show that f 0 2 P X and, therefore, f f 0 f 0 f:
We now repeat this process and de ne a monotonically decreasing sequence of functions by setting f (0) := f and f (n+1) := f n0 , where n 2 IN 0 . The sequence (f (n) ) n2IN 0 converges to somef which belongs to T X . The element p(f) is de ned to be equal tof.
3.3
The combinatorial dimension of a metric space
In 11], the combinatorial dimension of a metric space X is de ned and investigated. We denote the combinatorial dimension of X by dim comb (X).
The following conditions are then equivalent: = fg 2 P X j K(f) K(g)g: As usual, we call S(f) the facette of f (relative to P X ). Using this terminology, the space T X can be characterised as follows (see 12, Lemma 1]): For any function f 2 IR X , the following three statements are equivalent:
f is contained in T X . S(f) is a subset of T X . S(f) is compact. These statements imply that T X is compact and, moreover, that T X inherits a canonical cellular structure from the strati cation of the convex polytope P X , de ned by the family of its facettes. In particular, the space T X has a well-de ned dimension, which can be shown to be bounded from above by b#X=2c, and we have the equalities dim comb (X) = dim T X = maxfdim S(f) j f 2 T X g: Obviously, a tight extension of a tight extension of X is itself a tight extension of X. It has been shown in 11] that the space T X is the universal tight extension of X, in the sense that it is a tight extension of X, it contains, up to canonical isometries, every other tight extension of X, and it has no proper tight extension itself. In particular, the map h T X : T X ! T T X is a bijection { a fact which, of course, also follows from Isbell's functorial description of T X .
When is X equal to T X ?
This question is answered by 11, Theorem 2]. It is shown that the following statements are equivalent:
The space X is equal to T X , that is, the embedding h X : X ! T X is a bijection or, equivalently, a surjection.
The space X has no proper tight extension. The space X is an isojective metric space. For every f 2 P X , there exists an x 2 X such that for all y 2 X we have xy f(y). For every f 2 T X , there exists an x 2 X such that f(x) = 0. for all such subsets x and y of IR (where x y denotes the symmetric di erence of the subsets x and y). Then d is a metric on X IR , and X IR is an IR-tree relative to this metric. We call X IR the Real Tree. It has many intriguing properties, the most interesting one being that, for every x 2 X IR , the cardinality of the set of connected components of the set X IR ? fxg is equal to the cardinality of the powerset of IR (see 17]).
The four-point condition
For a metric space X, the following statements are equivalent (see 11]): X satis es the four-point condition, that is, uv + xy maxfxu + yv; xv + yug holds for all u; v; x; y 2 X; X can be embedded isometrically into an IR-tree; T X is an IR-tree. Moreover, in such a case, T X is the smallest IR-tree into which X can be embedded isometrically. Finally, a metric space X is an IR-tree if and only if it is complete, (arcwise) connected, and it satis es the four-point condition.
-Hyperbolic spaces
The concept of a -hyperbolic metric space is of interest in the theory of hyperbolic groups (see 21], for example). Let be a non-negative real number. A metric space (X; d) is called -hyperbolic if and only if it satis es the following \relaxed" four-point condition;
uv + xy maxfxu + yv; xv + yug + for all x; y; u; v 2 X:
It is not hard to show that if X is -hyperbolic then the space T X ishyperbolic as well. Thus, in particular, if a group G acts isometrically on a -hyperbolic space then the T-construction provides a -hyperbolic contractible space for G to act on isometrically. This may be of particular interest when there exists a length function l : G ! IR 0 on G such that G is -hyperbolic with respect to the induced metric (cf. Section 7).
Finitely generated IR-trees
If X is a nite metric space satisfying the four-point condition, then the IRtree T X can be viewed as a graph theoretical tree (with positively weighted edges, whose weights are represented by their lengths). The vertices are those elements p 2 T X with T X ? fpg being either connected (the leaves of that tree, which are necessarily of the form h x for some x 2 X) or consisting of at least three connected components, while the edges correspond to the subsets of the form hp; qi (p 6 = q) of T X with p; q being vertices and with no vertices being contained in the open edge hp; qi ? fp; qg ( 
Ends of IR-trees
Given an IR-tree X, an end of X is an equivalence class of isometric embeddings ' : IR 0 , ! X of the non-negative real numbers into X where ' is equivalent to if and only if there exist 2 IR and 2 IR 0 with + 0 and '(t) = (t + ) for all t . If one chooses some x 0 2 X, then each end ' of X can be represented by an isometric embedding ' 0 : IR 0 , ! X with ' 0 (0) = x 0 . Let E(X) = E x 0 (X) be the set of all such isometric embeddings ' 0 , and assume E(X) 6 = ;. De T can then be identi ed canonically with a sub-IR-tree of (X; d), and one has T = X if and only if for all x; y 2 X there exists some z 2 X ? fyg with y 2 hx; zi or, equivalently, if for every x 2 X there exists an isometric embedding ' : IR , ! X of the real numbers into X with x in its image '(IR) (see 25] ). In general, T corresponds to the union of the images of all isometric embeddings of IR into X, which we denote by X 0 X. The correspondence is given by associating to each x 2 X 0 the map p x : E(X) ! IR which associates to each ' 0 2 E(X) the real number 2 IR for which ' 0 (t) = '(t + ) holds for all t >> 0, where ' : IR 0 , ! X is the unique isometric embedding with '(0) = x which is equivalent to ' 0 , that is, for which such an 2 IR exists.
Trees from ends
Given a non-empty set E and a map v : E E ! IR f?1g satisfying (4.6, (1)-(3)), T (E;v) is an IR-tree, and the set of ends of this IR-tree is the \v-adic" completion of E (see 16] and 25]).
Important examples for such pairs (E; v) arise as follows: for a prime number p, let w p : Q I ! Z Z f?1g denote the p-adic valuation of the rational number eld Q I . If one puts E := Q I 2 nf0g and v := w p det : E E ! Z Z f?1g; the composition of the determinant with the p-adic valuation, then the pair (E; v) satis es (4.6,(1)- (3)). Moreover, the equivalence classes of the ends of the IR-tree T (E;v) are in one-to-one correspondence to the points in the projective line over the p-adic completion Q I p of Q I . Of course, corresponding results hold for any pair (F; w) where F is a eld and w : F ! IR f?1g is a valuation of F.
The ends of the Real tree
The space of ends of the Real Tree as de ned in 4.2 is easy to describe: it is isomorphic to the set E of all subsets of IR which are bounded from above, plus some additional element (represented by the isometry : IR 0 ! X IR : t ! ftg) and can be endowed with the map v from E E to IR f?1g de ned by v(e; f) := sup(e f), if e; f 6 = , v(e; ) = v( ; e) := 0, if e 6 = , and, of course, v( ; ) := ?1. Indeed, the simplest way to construct X IR and to study its properties, is to analyse the pair (E; v) rst and then to identify X IR with T (E;v) (see 17]).
Buildings
One can generalize T-theory to pairs (E; v) of \higher" rank, satisfying appropriate analogues of (4.6, (1)-(3)):
A simple valuated matroid is a pair (E; v) consisting of a set E and a map v : P n (E) ! IR f?1g (where P n (E) := fx E j #x < 1g) satisfying the following variant of the Steinitz exchange condition:
(SEP) for all x; y 2 P n (E) and a 2 xny there exists some b 2 ynx with v(x) + v(y) v((x fbg)nfag) + v((y fag)nfbg) ( Finally, let us note that it might be of interest to study the -relaxation of these concepts, too, in particular, if one wanted to capture, in the context of combinatorial group theory, properties characteristic to the arithmetic groups of higher rank.
Coherent Decompositions

Split decompositions
We begin this section with a question. Suppose that d is a metric de ned on a nite set X, which additively decomposes into two metrics (or pseudometrics) d 1 In 6], some progress is made in answering this question, which we summarize here. We start with a little background on the subject of split decompositions. A split, S, of a set X is simply a bipartition of X into two non-empty sets, say A and B. , it has been shown that an arbitrary system of splits is contained in a cyclic split system if and only if the smallest system of splits containing the given system and containing, for any two of its splits S 1 = fA 1 ; B 1 g and S 2 = fA 2 ; B 2 g with A 1 \ A 2 6 = ; 6 = B 1 \ B 2 , the split fA 1 \ A 2 ; B 1 B 2 g is weakly compatible (that is, it does not contain three splits, S 1 = fA 1 ; B 1 g; S 2 = fA 2 ; B 2 g, and S 3 = fA 3 ; B 3 g such that there exist elements a; a 1 ; a 2 ; a 3 2 X with a 2 A 1 \ A 2 \ A 3 and \a i 2 A j if and only if i = j for all i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g"). In turn, this is (essentially) equivalent to the fact that there exists a \nice" planar representation of the given split system (for details, see 26]).
Split decompositions and overlapping clustering
From the point of view of cluster theory, split decomposition can be viewed as a particular instance of overlapping clustering procedures. This point of view has been worked out in detail in 4], 7], and 9], where di erent aspects have been stressed. In 4], weak hierarchies have been introduced which are set systems (or hypergraphs) related to similarity measures in the same way that split systems are related to metrics. In 7] , lattice theoretic aspects of the weak-hierarchy concept are worked out in detail, leading to a deeper understanding of weak hierarchies and to far-reaching generalizations of local and global similarity data. In 9], the connection between various kinds of split systems on the one hand and corresponding quaternary relations on the other is analysed, leading to axiomatic characterizations of various important classes of split systems. 6 The Block Decomposition
In 15], a unique additive decomposition of a metric d de ned on a nite set X is introduced which is called its block decomposition. This decomposition is a particular instance of a coherent decomposition, though it di ers in many ways from the split decomposition described in the previous section. The block decomposition arises from particular properties of the topology of T X when X is nite, and we brie y describe the ideas giving rise to it here.
If R is an equivalence relation on X, then we denote its set of equivalence classes by X=R. We say that two equivalence relations R 1 and R 2 on X are compatible if they satisfy the following conditions: neither R 1 nor R 2 is equal to X X; there exist sets A i 2 X=R i ; i = 1; 2, such that A 1 A 2 = X. there exists a split A B of X and a map f 2 P X satisfying f(x)+f(y) = xy, for all x 2 A and y 2 B, then f is an element of T X . Moreover, a map f 2 T X is of this form if and only if it is either of the form h x for some x in X, or it is a cut point of T X , that is, the set T X ? ffg consists of at least two connected components. Given a nite set F of such points contained in T X which contains all of the points h x for x 2 X, we construct a d-tree, whose vertices in W correspond to the elements of F, and whose vertices in V correspond to the connected components of T X ?F, while an edge connects a component with an element of F if and only if that point is contained in the boundary of the component. Employing the fact that T X is compact, we then show that every d-tree can be obtained in this way and that there exists { up to a splitting of intervals { a unique nest such d-tree. The tdecomposition to which this nest d-tree corresponds is precisely the block decomposition.
T-Theory and Groups
Let G be an arbitrary group, endowed with a length function l : G ! IR 0 , i.e. a map, l, satisfying the following conditions: l(g) = l(g ?1 ) 0; l(g) = 0 , g = 1; l(gh) l(g) + l(h); for all g; h contained in G. Then the group G can be considered as a metric space, where we de ne the distance, D, between any two elements g; h in G to be D(g; h) := l(gh ?1 ). By employing this idea, one can use the Tconstruction on the metric space (G; D) to investigate relationships between properties of the group G and the length function l. For example, in 11, Theorem 10] it is shown that if G is a group, endowed with an interger valued length function, which satis es the condition supfl(g k ) j k 2 Z Zg = 1 for all elements g 2 G not equal to the identity, and if dim comb T (G;D) is less than or equal to n, then the cohomological dimension of G is also less than or equal to n. In the case when n is equal to one, this recovers a result of R. Lyndon (see 24] and also 9]) as, by a famous result of Stallings, it implies that G must be free.
One can also use the T-construction to investigate group actions on nite metric spaces. In 12], the case where X is a nite metric space whose group of isometries acts transitively on X, and where one has the equality dim comb (X) = b#X=2c, is studied. For example, it is shown that the Feit-Thompson Theorem can be recovered, using T-theory, from it's simple consequence that any nite simple group acts transitively as a group of isometries on some nite metric space X satisfying dim comb (X) = b#X=2c.
